In this paper, we provide a statistical analysis of high-resolution contact pattern data within primary and secondary schools as collected by the SocioPatterns collaboration. Students are graphically represented as nodes in a temporally evolving network, in which links represent proximity or interaction between students.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of networks to model contact patterns or interactions between individuals has proved to be a step change in how epidemics and other spreading processes are modelled [3, 10, 12, 15, 27, 28] . The basic ingredient of such models is to represent individuals by nodes and contacts between these as links between nodes. The use of graph-theoretical methods have helped to reveal and understand the role of contact heterogeneity, preferential mixing and clustering in how disease invade and spread [1, 8] . Having good network models is crucial. Simple mechanistic models that capture and preserve key properties of empirical networks are often employed as they offer greater flexibility in changing and tuning various network properties. While such models and theory are well developed for static networks, it is only recently that we have empirically measured real-world time varying forms * Based on work presented at the 13th Econophysics
Colloquium & 9th Polish Symposium on Physics in Economy and Social Sciences, Warsaw, July 2017 [1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 18, 19, 21, 23, 25] . Current underlying models for network-based epidemiology fall into a handful of categories. Some just use empirical data collected from sensors and apply an appropriate disease model to this [1, 18, 23] . Others use a fairly elementary model where links appear as in gathered data, but are given lifespans drawn from a uniform distribution [18] , or are given a simple weighting drawn directly from the data [19, 23] . Others take collected data and use it to convert a series of fully connected networks into sparse ones [19] . Alternative methods involve the use of an idealised network [8] , regular random network [1] , random Poisson network [1, 8] , scale-free random network [1] or lattice [8] . In this paper our aim is to analyse an empirical time varying network, in a statistically rigorous way, and build theoretical models that are able to reproduce and mimic the behaviour observed from data.
We will re-analyse data previously collected by the SocioPatterns collaboration (http://www.sociopatterns.org/) with special focus on time-varying contact patterns in a primary [7, 24] and high [13] school. In particular we will focus on measuring properties such as activation time and duration of links as well as off-durations of links. We will then propose and fit candidate parametric distributions to the empirical data. Based on these, we will propose a few different theoretical time-varying network models. Two different model types are proposed. The first model assigns on-off durations to each link from an appropriate probability distribution. Our second model triggers activations at appropriate times (with inter-event times being drawn from an appropriate distribution), before selecting the link to be activated (using a probability matrix drawn from the original data) and assigning an on-duration to that link from an appropriate probability distribution. Even if these models do not capture all the important features of the real-world network, they still provide a useful first approximation. Whilst we focus on school classrooms, our approach can be adapted to modelling other types of social interactions.
II. DATA COLLECTION AND DESCRIPTION
In the original data -both for the primary and high school students -the participants were equipped with sensors that deemed them 'in contact' if they were within 1 to 1.5m of each other (an interaction), chosen by the organizers of the original study. This was to act as a proxy of a close-range encounter during which a communicable disease infection can be transmitted, for example, either by cough or sneeze, or directly by hand contact [24] . Every 20s, a radio packet would be exchanged between the sensors, and all packets transferred would be relayed to a central system to be recorded. This scale was deemed to allow an adequate description of person-to-person interactions that includes brief encounters [24] .
In both cases, this central system saved the data in a CSV file, with each row containing the timestamp (in 20s intervals), the IDs of the two sensors in contact, and some additional data about the two participants (such as their class). We modify the original data slightly before our initial analysis. Firstly, we remove any participants marked as staff from the data as their behaviour could be potentially anomalous when compared to that of the school children. Whilst we acknowledge that this could remove any potential impact of staff on the behaviour of pupils, we feel justified in this as staff only account for 11 participants and approximately 5% of the originally recorded links, which may prove problematic in terms of drawing any statistically significant conclusions about potential behaviour. In future work, including this additional layer may lead to an improved modelhowever, we feel that more data describing these interactions would be needed before we could confidently add this to a model. We also split the students into their separate classes. Whilst this results in the discarding of approximately 20% of the originally recorded links, this given us more samples to analyse; moreover, it allows for a statistical comparison between the dynamics of different classes. From a more practical perspective, this restriction to classes has a considerable impact on the runtime of the model simulations (reducing this size from around 500 students to around 25).
The choice to restrict to classes is also justified from a modelling perspective as it is realistic to assume (at least as an initial hypothesis) that contacts outside of the classroom (during break/lunch) would follow substantially different behaviour.
We also split the data into individual dayssimilarly to splitting by class, this helped reduce the runtime of the simulation as well as increasing the number of samples we could analyse. Again, this is not unrealistic, as the interactions between students in the same class can reasonably be assumed to be similar from one day to another.
A. Analysis of Original Data
A series of MATLAB functions were written to take these (separated) CSV files and perform an analysis of a variety of network and temporal features, and attempt to do best-fit analysis on all appropriate results -a full list of these features below. Animations showing the network evolution over time were also produced. For a listing of the code and short descriptions of the functions written to carry out this analysis, please see the handbook provided in the Supplemental Materials.
We identified a variety of key features for analysis. As usual, many more features can be observed from the data, and indeed, in order to approximate a completely realistic model, many of these should be analysed and incorporated into more detailed models. Our models are just an initial step into understanding these sociallyinteraction temporal networks, and we are only focusing on aspects that categorise and describe both the topology of the network and several temporal properties of the system. These features are presented below, along with brief definitions of these terms: Active Nodes: The measure of active nodes at a given time t is defined as the number of pupils involved in at least one interaction at time t, as a fraction of all pupils active during that day. Active Links: The measure of active links at a given time t is defined as the number of unique (undirected) pupil-pupil interactions at time t, as a fraction of all possible links for that day, equal to ℓ max = N (N − 1)/2, where N is the number of pupils active during that day in the class under consideration. Node & Link Activity Potential: The activity potential of a node is defined as the number of activations involving that node, as a fraction of all node activations across the day [16] . We also define an analogue for links, defined as the number of activations of that link, as a fraction of all link activations across the day. Global Clustering Coefficient: The global clustering coefficient at a given time t is defined as the ratio between the number of closed triplets and the number of connected triplets in the network [15] . That is, the ratio between the number of triangles in the network and the number paths of length 2, that do not have a third edge connecting the end points. Node Degree: The degree of node n is the number of active links involving it [4] .
Component Features: Defining a component as a maximal subset of nodes that are fully connected [11] , we can also examine properties such as component count and nodes and links per component at a given time t. Activation Time: For each link, an activation time is measured -defined as the period of time it takes for that specific link to be activated for the first time. On-Duration: For each link, on-durations are measured -defined as the period of time between the activation and deactivation of that link. Off-Duration: For each link, off-durations are measured -defined as the period of time between the deactivation and reactivation of that link.
B. Properties Identified from Original Data
In the initial part of this article we use the observed data to fit all of the above quantities to certain distributions. These will act as a stepping stone to the second part of this article, in which we develop theoretical models, in an attempt to recreate the observations using Monte Carlo simulations.
As we do not have any explicit theories for the dynamics of any of our chosen properties, we shall test against a series of appropriate common probability distributions [14, pp. 899-917] and variations on these, representing a range of behaviours defined on the semiinfinite interval [0, ∞). We will be using exponential, gamma, Rayleigh, log-normal, MittagLeffler, generalised Pareto and Weibull distibutions. All of these will have best fit parameters chosen using by three different methodsmethod of moments [2] , maximum likelihood estimators [20] , and the curve fitting tool in MAT-LAB (non-linear least squares) -and then compared to the empirical complementary cumulative distribution functions (eCCDFs) of the original data to determine which one is most optimal.
This comparison was achieved by looking at a variety of statistical distances -Kolmogorov-D, Cramer-von-Mises, Kuiper, Watson, AndersonDarling and modified versions of the KullbackLeibler and Jensen-Shannon [26] . These distances and comparisons were chosen as they emphasise a wide varying range of properties of the distributions to be compared -with, for example, some being more sensitive to changes in the head and tail of the eCCDF, whilst others are more sensitive to changes in the middle. Finding a distribution that had 'good' values for all of these distances would indicate that it was a good fit across the entirety of the compared eC-CDF.
In over 75% of cases, the curve fitting tool in MATLAB produced the statistically best parameters, with the parameters chosen using this method in the majority of the remaining cases being only slightly different to those produced using a more optimal method. As a result of this, and additionally considering that the method of moments and least likelihood estimation do not work with all of our chosen distributions, we shall conduct any additional analysis using only the curve fitting tool, and only results produced using this method will be presented and used throughout this paper.
Results from Data
Below we present a summary of the distributions chosen using the method described above. Best-fit parameters and comparative distances have been excluded for brevity.
Active Links: The optimal tested distribution for the primary school data was LogNormal, whilst for the high school data, both the Rayleigh and log-normal distributions gave similar fits, with log-normal being slightly more optimal.
Active Nodes: The optimal tested distribution for the primary school data was gamma, whilst for the high school data, the gamma and log-normal distributions both gave similar fits, with log-normal being more optimal in all but the most extreme values. Node Activity Potential: In both data sets, gamma and log-normal distributions gave similar fits, with gamma being fractionally better. Links per Component: For the primary school data, gamma and log-normal distributions both gave similar fits, with log-normal being marginally more optimal. Whilst for the high school data, gamma, log-normal and Rayleigh distributions all gave similar fits, with log-normal being slightly better. Nodes per Component: For the primary school data, gamma, log-normal and Rayleigh distributions all gave similar fits, with lognormal being slightly better. Whilst for the high school data, gamma and log-normal distributions both gave similar fits, with no clear optimal distribution. Global Clustering Coefficient: In both data sets, gamma, log-normal and Rayleigh distributions all gave similar fits. For the primary school data there was no clear optimal distribution between these, whilst for the high school data, a gamma distribution was slightly better. Interaction Times/On-Times: In both data sets, the optimal tested distribution was generalised Pareto. Number of Components: In both data sets, the optimal tested distribution was gamma. Time Between Contacts/Off Times: In both data sets, the best tested distribution was log-normal.
Link Inhomogeneity
Not surprisingly, the off-durations of links (recalling that links are off if participants ar not in contact with each other) cannot be assumed to be homogeneous across students. This is in accordance with the realistic assumption that certain children are more popular or sociable than others. A further later of statistical fitting determined that for attempting to recreate the primary school data, it was optimal to have the off-durations vary link-by-link. The optimal choice for this was an exponential distribution with log-normal parameters. We additionally examined the triangle count within the network, as well as inter-event times (the time between two consecutive link activations in the network). For the first, a gamma distribution was the optimal fitted distribution, whilst for the second, a log-normal distribution was selected. These two features were chosen to be added to the list of those analysed as the triangle count offers an additional measurement of the nature of the network structure alongside the global clustering coefficient, whilst the interevent times were necessary for building our second model.
Comparing Samples
When we create our models, we aim to have little dependence on the original data -varying parameters only between differing settings (primary school vs. high school), rather than within these settings. For example, we would aim to have the parameters for the random variable generation for the model for class 5A in the primary school to be the same as those in the model for class 1B of the primary school. Therefore, our first statistical test will be to test the validity of this statement. Our H 0 is H 0 : The two observed samples come from a common distribution.
We compute two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances [17, 22] between each of our data sets within each setting. We present the number of acceptances of this hypothesis (out of 190) for our primary school data samples at the 1 and 5 percent levels in Table I . Examining these results, we conclude that while we do not have a unanimous degree of acceptances for H 0 , we have a substantial number in some metrics and a notable level in others. Other metrics have a very low degree of matching -most noticeably in terms of active links and interaction times. Whilst this is not ideal for our aim to only vary parameters between scenarios, for brevity we shall still proceed under this assumption -although it should be noted that when we present our models we do not actually fix the parameter in the distribution for our interaction times. Instead we draw this parameter from a random distribution itself, which reflects this behaviour in the data originally collected by the SocioPatterns Collaboration.
III. MODEL CREATION
The aim of our model is to recreate the dynamics seen in the original data with as few properties and parameters taken from the original data as possible. In more precise terms, we wish to test if the mechanism of interactions within the original data can be explained by a small number of key factors and identify and refine those parameters. As with any model, we doubt that we will be able to replicate every property in the original data, but it is important to examine the differences between our model and the original data, and to put a measurement on the distance between the two. Whilst there will be some properties that we will be controlling, there will be several network and temporal properties that emerge from our model that we can compare to our original data, hence giving us a measure of the distance between the two. For the sake of brevity, we will only present the results and parameter values for primary school data below. Analysis supporting our choice of distributions and parameters is provided in the Supplemental Materials.
A. Model 1
For this stage-0 model we look at each (potential) link individually and model its behaviour as an alternating renewal process (ARP). We also include an initialization phase for each link that models the time (in seconds) until the first activation of that link. This can be seen as the following process for each link where X ij,n represents duration of the n-th on (or off) phase for the link (i, j), with the distributions chosen using an empirical analysis of the data. Algorithmically, we present this as: 4. Repeating Process: Repeat Stages 2 and 3 until the total time has reached or exceeded the simulation time.
B. Model 2a
In this stage-0 model, we will be dealing with the system on a macroscopic basis. We are drawing times between activations from an appropriate distribution, then at each of these activations, a link is chosen at random from a custom distribution constructed from the link activity potentials (as defined in subsection II A) extracted from the data and represented by a symmetric weighting matrix M . If the chosen link is already active in the network, this selection is discarded, and another link is chosen for that activation time. Once a link has been activated, it is given a lifespan from an appropriate distribution. This can be seen as the following process, with the distributions chosen using an empirical analysis of the data. Algorithmically, we present this as:
1. Time between Activations: Generate
2. Link Activation: At each activation time T k , defined as
is chosen using the relative weights in the matrix M . If (n 1 , n 2 ) is already active at time T k , choose another link for this time (n
as before with parameter fixed for each (n 1 , n 2 ) to Y n1n2 ∼ LogNormal(3.5348, 0.2807).
C. Model 2b
In this model, we modify our Model 2a and attempt to improve triangle count and clustering. Most of the method is similar to the earlier model, but we force chosen links to close a pair of links into a triangle at a fixed rate, reweighting our selection matrix to only account for these links (if no such links exist, we use the original selection matrix), before proceeding as before with this link selected. This can be seen as the following algorithm, with the distributions always chosen using an empirical analysis of the data:
1. Time between Activations: Generate t i ∼ LogNormal(5.6901 × 10 −04 , 1.7957).
Triangulation Bias:
Generate a random number u such that
If u ≥ 0.0640 (our 'forcing' rate, calculated from the data), proceed to Stage 3a, else proceed to Stage 3b.
Link Activation:
(a) Standard Activation: At each activation time T k , defined as as usual with parameter fixed for each (n 1 , n 2 ) to Y n1n2 ∼ LogNormal(3.5348, 0.2807).
D. Model 2c
We shall again build upon our previous model -Model 2b -this time changing our matrix M . Previously, this has been a fixed matrix extracted from the data, but we wish to move to a randomly generated one to reduce this strict dependency on the original data. Analysing these (symmetric) matrices, we examine the row (or column) sums, which we attempt to find a distribution for. From an analysis of the data, we choose an appropriate distribution for these sums -we shall use row sums
M ij ∼ Γ(12.3109, 0.0037).
For our first attempt at generating an appropriate random matrix M , we shall assume that each term is taken from a gamma distribution with
This distribution is chosen in a simple yet natural way that ensures correlations across rows and columns. We also construct this in such a way that the choice of a self-loop is impossible, whilst also ensuring symmetry (which is to be expected as our network is undirected). Due to the additive properties of the gamma distribution, this is equivalent to the distribu-
We can use the properties of the gamma distribution to specify the parameters µ A i and µ B j as follows. As this matrix has to be symmetric, we modify those entries below the diagonal accordingly. To sum across a row, we first add the entries to the right of the diagonal, which is equal to
We then notice that the entries to the left of the diagonal, are equal to the column sum to the diagonal, equal to
giving to total sum to be
To match the distributions for the row sums, we require that:
The trivial solution to this is µ
3109/2(n − 1). Our initial model for a randomly generated symmetric M shall be with
for i < j, M ij = 0 for i = j and M ij = M ji for i > j. Whilst the use of this trivial solution is somewhat simplistic, we believe that the inclusion of this method is an important step as it allows us to examine behaviours and test mechanics before examining non-trivial solutions in future work.
E. Summary
In Table II we present a concise comparative summary of the data dependencies of each of our 4 model variants. For most of our models, we feel as though the parameter count is acceptable considering the complexities of the behaviours we are attempting to capture. In Model 2b, the parameter count is much higher than reasonable due to the explicit dependence on the original data, suggesting that this would not be an ideal model to fully implement -how-
Model
Parameters Parameter Values Parameter Count 
2 ) = (3.5348, 0.2807) u ≥ u f (our 'forcing' rate) u f = 0.0640 M n × n symmetric matrix Model 2c ever it is included in our analysis in order to allow us to observe the accuracy of Model 2c.
IV. MODEL ANALYSIS
Please note, in the figures highlighting key results, simulated data is represented by crosses whereas observed data is represented by dotted lines, with the data displayed as an eCCDF with log-log axes (with scaling preserved between models). Each colour represents a different simulation or data set. In order, the four eCCDFs shown represent active nodes, node activity potentials, component counts and the global clustering coefficients. We choose these metrics to illustrate as they represent both promising behaviours and less-optimal ones, thereby giving a representative snapshot of our results. Additionally, these eCCDFs are some of the clearer and easier ones to read, allowing us to demonstrate a number of behaviours in a brief and compact manner. It should be noted that in some cases (most apparent in the case of the global clustering coefficients) that some of these eCCDFs appear not to start at 1 as expectedthis is a result of a high prevalence of the value 0 in our data, with a large jump between this and other values. For readability, this jump has been excluded from the graphics, with our images only showing the section of the graph where the majority of our values fall.
We also present comparative data in two tables. In Table III , we show a summary of the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances [17, 22] between our collection of 20 empirical samples and 20 simulated data samples from each of the 4 models presented above -showing the minimum, maximum, mean and mode of the distance between any of the 20 sets of real world data and any of the 20 sets of generated data. We also compare horizontally, comparing each empirical data set against 50 data sets generated using our chosen metrics. We test the hypothesis H 0 , in this case, this is H 0 : The chosen empirical and generated data samples come from a common distribution.
In Table IV , we present the total number of acceptances (out of a possible 1000) at the 5%-level of this hypothesis when tested on a particular metric. figure, we can see systemic behaviours, such as possible grouping of nodes into friendship groups or similar metrics that would be more difficult to measure empirically. This also gives us an intrinsic definition for link spread. Figure 1b demonstrates a poor spread -the longterm behaviour is relatively homogeneous with fewer darker links. Similarly, a simulation that resulted in long-term behaviour that only had darker links limited to a very small number of nodes would also suffer from poor spread. Comparatively, Figure 1a has a better edge spreadthere are a higher number of darker links spread among a larger number of nodes. More precisely, this is measuring a combination of factors -including activity potentials, component structures and other network features -but allows us to get an impression of many of these features at a glance. We do not expect a perfect matching between the examples here due to the randomness of the data, but are instead looking for system-wide similarity in behaviour. Differences are expected in the placement of stronger links and nodes (and indeed, do occur between simulation runs). However, we would expect a well-fitting model to exhibit similar numbers to those in the original data and with a similar relationship between them (for example, as Figure  1a has many nodes being involved in at least one stronger link, a well-fitting model would not be expected to have all of its strong links emanating from a common node). durations all produce graphically acceptable results, although using our Kolmogorov-Smirnov acceptances (shown in Table IV) , there are improvements to be made in terms of these fits. For off-durations, when we compare our eCCDFs, we observe a reasonable fit in certain areas of the distibution although this fit deteriorates for extreme values and once again we notice that our acceptances indicate that the current construction of this model requires refinement to fully capture this behaviour. For our global clustering coefficient (presented in Figure  2 ) and triangle count, we have poor fits where comparing the data sets graphically, although we are getting a small number of acceptances with our two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests -likely as a result of an extreme prevalence of certain values in these data sets. For nodes per component, links per component and the component count (partially presented in Figure  2 ), we observe acceptable fits graphically and are indeed accepting a small number of these fits when calculating our statistical distances, as shown in Table IV . This also indicated indicates that slight refinement to this fit may be possi- ble. For node activity potential, we have a good fit, both graphically and when considering our number of Kolmogorov-Smirnov acceptances. It is evident that this model does have noticeable differences to the observed data. We have a substantial number of small linear components in our model, which is impacting many of the features described above. Additionally there are problems with link selection spread (defined in section sec:modelanalysis) as can be seen when comparing the original behaviour displayed in Figure 1a with that in Figure 1b , resulting in very few popular links (reflecting strong friendships), which could also explain differences within the node activity potentials at the tail of our CCDFs.
B. Model 2a
Considering Figure 3 , the appropriate sections of Tables III and IV and other results measured, we see a substantially improved model. As with Model 1, we have results that appear graphically similar across the entirety or keys sections of the distribution for active links, active nodes, global clustering coefficient, on-durations and off-durations, whilst our Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances for these indicate that there are still improvements to the fits to be made here. For our triangle count, we are seeing reasonable fits graphically and are accepting a higher number of our statistical comparisons. Again, for nodes per component, links per component and the component count, we observe acceptable fits graphically (partially presented in Figure 3 ) and are indeed accepting a small number of these fits when calculating our statistical distances -overall a slightly higher number than in Model 1, but with only small variations in each one. For node activity potential, we have a very good fit, both graphically and when considering KolmogorovSmirnov distances. As can be seen when we compare Figure 1a and Figure 1c , we are also producing an acceptable link selection spread (defined in section sec:modelanalysis), which reflects the varying levels of friendships observed in the real world data.
However, this model is insufficient to capture the related component structure -with our generated data still having too many linear components in comparison to triangles. Although attempting to resolve this will increase our dependence on the data, it is believed to be significant enough to warrant this.
C. Model 2b
In Figure 4 , the relevant sections of our tables and other results measured, we see similar results to Model 2a. Again, we have fits that have various levels of visual similarity to the observed data for active links, active nodes, on-durations and off-durations, whilst our Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances as reported in Tables III and IV, ponent and the component count, we observe acceptable fits graphically (partially presented in Figure 4 ) and note in Table IV a slight increase or similar levels in count of acceptances. We have a similar result for the node activity potential, with a very good graphic fit and a very high number of Kolmogorov-Smirnov acceptances. For the triangle count in the network, we observe good fits graphically and in terms of our statistical tests, with a substanial improvement over the results obtained in Model 2a. We also observe varying levels of popularity in the links, reflecting the various levels of friendships that can be seen in the original data -as can be seen in comparing behaviours in Figure 1a and Figure 1c .
D. Model 2c
In most metrics, this model performs similarly to Model 2b, with little to no difference in all of our examined metrics. Whilst, as illustrated in Table IV , some see a slight drop in the number of acceptances of the null hypothesis for the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, others see a slight increase and overall we see a very marginal increase in the total count. Overall behaviours and link selection weighting reflect the observed data with a reasonable degree of accuracy as can be seen in Figure 5 and a comparison between Figures 1a and 1c.
V. MODEL COMPARISON
Overall, there is a considerable improvement across most metrics between Model 1 and Model 2a. This can be seen empirically when we examine the statistical distances between the observed data and our generated simulations and the count of 5% acceptances (as illustrated in Tables III and IV) . Significant improvements are made to the node activity potential and triangle count, including a noticeable graphical improvement to the global clustering coefficient, as can been seen in Figures 2 and 3 . Whilst modifications could be made to Model 1 to improve its accuracy in some of these areas (such as including the link selection preference ma- trix), due to its improved performance with similar levels of dependence on the data, the second model will be the basis for all future work. We also notice a substantial drop in link selection spread (defined in section sec:modelanalysis) as we move between these models, with Model 2a reflecting real world behaviours much closer in our observations, as displayed in Figure 1 .
Between Model 2a and Model 2b, many metrics remain similar, although as expected from our modifications to the algorithm, we do notice a considerable improvement to the triangle count, illustrated in both Table IV and when observing the decrease in the maximum and mean statistical distance for this metric in Table III. However, one of the larger problems with Model 2b is that the link selection preference matrix depends heavily on the original data, and we note that we could reduce this data draw considerably by generating this matrix rather than extracting it directly from the data. Model 2c attempts to do this, and can be considered successful as we can observe in Tables III and IV , although a deeper examination of the temporal and network properties indicates that further improvements are still to be made.
VI. MODEL VALIDATION
As indicated in Table I , our approach to using the same distributions through all of our primary school models is not ideal. Therefore, we shall examine our methods in such a way to examine if the dynamics used in our models is a valid choice. To do this we shall draw temporal data directly from the appropriate eCCDFs -for Model 1, these are the on-, off-and activation times, whilst for Model 2, these are the on-times and interevent times. We shall then compare the data generated using this method to the real world sample that we draw the eCCDFs from -if we have a low statistical distance between these, we can conclude that our model dynamics have validity and that any issues identified in the examination above can be significantly addressed through parameter improvements and refinements to the choice of distributions for our random values.
In Table V , we present the results of our validation. We take each of our 20 original data samples and input the appropriate eCCDFs in the place of the random generation outlined in Methods 1, 2a and 2b as described in section III. We do not analyse Method 2c using this method of validation as if we were to draw the link preferential matrix in this method from the data, this would be functionally identical to Model 2b.
We then generate 50 samples for each and 
Using this data, we can clearly see that our variations of Model 2 have considerably improved dynamics over Model 1, although we can still see that there are still improvements to be made. When we compare Tables IV and V, we observe whilst choosing the 'right' time structures does lead to some improvementsmost notably in terms of active nodes -it is not enough to ensure a fit across all chosen metrics, and therefore that changes to our overall dynamics should be considered. From our examination of these results, we conclude that efforts should be made to improve link dynamics and hypothesise that by modifying our code to change the number of links generated in the network should improve our dynamics -especially for active nodes, although we would expect to also see improvements in our global clustering coefficient, component features and active nodes. This should also improve our time between contacts as changing the number of link activations will have a direct impact on this metric.
However, despite these small improvements still to be made to our model, we conclude that our Model 2b (and therefore 2c) have justifiable dynamics and that an improvement to the random generations will lead to an improved model overall.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed two forms of model for the social interactions observed in the original data collected by the SocioPatterns collaboration [7, 13, 24] . In terms of statistical distance, both of these exhibit varying degrees of matching with the original data -the second of our models out-performing the first in almost all of our chosen metrics. We have added refinements to this, improving upon this matching, whilst continuing to minimise the amount of dependence on the underlying data. We also have run a form of model validation and can certainly acknowledge that our model dynamics have a notable degree of validity in a number of key metrics when compared to the real word data -whilst this indicates that we do have additional improvements to the mechanisms in our models to perform, we believe that our current models are a promising step in a strong direct. We also acknowledge that further refinement for the parameters and distributions used may lead to improved matching, although we believe the models presented here provide a solid foundation from which to proceed.
VIII. FUTURE WORK
Improvements to the method for generating our matrix in Model 2c will have to be undertaken before this algorithm is finalised. Additionally, further parameter and distribution refinement in our method will also be explored, including potentially moving from a Log-Normal distribution for the interevent times to a more complicated method in order to improve the matching between the generated time between contacts and that in the real world data. We will also attempt to make modifications as proposed in our model validation in section VI, although these improvements are only hypothesised to improve model dynamics. Once we have completed our model for primary school data, we shall move to the high school data by using the same method and adjusting parameters.
We will also carry out a deeper theoretical analysis of our model and examine any interesting patterns or behaviours within it, looking at long-term behaviours and, through simulation, the potential existence of any absorbing states. Additionally, once we have a finalised model and thus a statistically rigorous understanding of the distributions behind the observed behaviours, we can propose theoretical reasoning for these choices by examining the significance and underlying mechanisms of such distributions.
Eventually, we aim to place a network-driven epidemic model on our time-varying network and examine properties of disease spread and potential predictive power, comparing both to existing models and real data. 
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